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nuweibaEgypt’s Red Sea

text and photos by charles stirling
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travel Nuweiba

The Red Sea is a fabulous area 
for diving, so it naturally attracts 
rather a lot of divers, and 
under normal circumstances, 
let’s say, “It’s busy”. Popular 
locations may have 10, 15, 20 
or more dive boats each with 
20 or more divers aboard. I’ve 
dived pinnacles with maybe 
a hundred others all circling 
around in a confused layered 
fashion. More secluded sites 
with maybe just those from 
your own boat often means a 
liveaboard and lots of cruising. 
To find seclusion, special 
locations need to be found. 
One of these is Nuweiba, up 
in the Northern Sinai Gulf of 
Aqaba beyond Sharm el-
Sheikh between Dahab and 
Taba.

nuweiba is a natural oasis, it spreads 
over about 40km of gently sloping flood 
plane surrounded by the majestic sinai 
mountains inland and the Gulf. it isn’t 
primarily a tourist centre but has grown 
due to its ferry port with connections 

to jordan. Much of its coastline has 
fringing coral barrier reefs with coral 
gardens, reef walls and pinnacles.
 on my visit, the town had three dive 
centres, each having their own distinct 
ambiance but all were relaxed, friendly, 
well run, professional and held safety 

highly. Diving predominantly starts from 
a sandy beach over a gently sloping 
seabed to the area of interest. one 
centre, scuba-college nuweiba, also 
runs a dive boat to reasonably near 
sites. All offer nitrox.    
 so, what diver would chose this 

the sinkers mooring buoy nuweiba (left); it can be very relaxing sitting on the beach in nuweiba (above); Yellowtail tang fish (below)
pRevious pAGe: polyps of soft coral, Dendronephthya sp.
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location over the 
many other good 
options in the Red 
sea?  
●  Beginners. With 
little or no current 
and easy beach 
entries, it’s an 
excellent training 
location. the 

training can start at entry level 
right through to technical with 
shallow sites to some at 100-
metre depths nearby.  
●  Underwater photographers 
like the wide range of critters 
and possibility of re-diving sites 
they can get to know well.  
●  Divers with non-diving 
families like it, as swimming and 
snorkelling are excellent with 
good beaches, and it has easy 
access to desert attractions.  
●  Any diver wanting 
independent buddy dives in 
place of guided groups.  

it’s not the location for extensive 
nightclubbing, or heavy duty 
shopping trips, nor the wreck 
junky.

Heavy metal
no ship wrecks here—instead, 
the sinkers and pipeline sites 
offer some rusty metal for those 
who must have it. these two 
structures, left after the israeli 

occupation in the 1970’s 
both have good marine 
life associated and are well 
worth a visit even if they are 
not in the world’s “must do” 
list.
 the sinkers site is a 
large, totally submerged 
mooring buoy, held down 
by a pair of big heavy 
growth-covered chains 
populated by hard and soft 
corals, shrimps, sponges, 
anemones and of lots of fish 
circling.  
 the pipeline site has a 
pair of desalination plant 
discharge pipes not used 
in over 30 years, so they 
are covered in soft and 
hard corals with numerous 
species of fish calling the 
area home. it was a great 
place to find many tiny 
pipefish and the occasional 
torpedo ray on the sand 
around the pipes with 
scorpion fish, antheas, fairy 
basslets, batfish up on the 
pipes. the end areas of the 
pipes are used as cleaning 
stations, so large jacks 
and snappers visit for the 
attention of cleaner shrimp and 
wrasse. 

Light metal
for those metal junkies wanting 

man-made artefacts, just off 
the scuba-college beach 
at 6m, is a jeep. not thought 
of as anything special by 
anyone there, but really quite 
fun. it has a pair of undulated 

morays under a wheel, hawkfish 
swimming over, lionfish in front 
and numerous other critters. it 
makes an especially good night 
dive. the piers at the hilton and 
nuweiba town also give good 

Nuweibatravel

Bluegreen chromis fish, chromis viridis, on Acropora lamarcki coral (above); 
Gray moray eels, Gymnothorax griseus, were reasonably common (top left)

pipefish, in sea grass (above); Reef, this one at sha’Ab 
elaria, nuweiba (right)
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Nuweibatravel

backdrops. the hilton pier showed off lots 
of needlefish hunting in swarms of smaller 
fish.

Corals sea beds and sand
What attracts the dedicated diver to 
nuweiba is, of course, the abundant 
marine life associated with reefs. the 

hard and soft corals are in good condition with all the species 
generally found in the Red sea. the wide mix of coral gardens, 
valleys, pinnacles, ergs and tables with areas of sea grass, rocks 
and sand, probably gives more diversity than nearly any other 
single location.  
 the scuba-college southern house reef starting at the 
waters edge and dropping to 40m or more is an example. up 
at the shore in less than a metre just the variety of stonefish is 
phenomenal, red, green, blue. Down at the deeper end various 
pinnacles intersperse with walls to give great topography.  
At the hilton house reef of Abu lou lou the whole reef acts 
as a series of cleaning stations and attracts underwater 
photographers for multiple trips a year, year after year as the 
photos from it win so many contests.

scalefin anthias (above) on Dendronephthya soft coral; stargazer fish 
(left) buried in sand; stonefish (far left)

Broad-banded pipefish on hard encrusting coral; the jeep (above)
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 With a sandy beach as the 
normal entry in nuweiba, it’s 
worth looking at that sand while 
swimming out to ‘the site’. it can 
be surprising what might show 
itself. The thornback cowfish 
hunting for morsels, the elusive 

sea moth, flounder, stargazer, 
sand dollars, rays, even the mimic 
octopus, which isn’t supposed to 
be in the Red sea, may be found.  
often next to the sand will be sea 
grass beds where you might see 
ghost pipefish, sea horses and a 

multitude of other fish and 
invertebrates.  
 Dives can be very local, 
i.e. just a 100-metre walk. 
house reef diving is good 

to great, and can easily occupy 
a few weeks. other sites are a 
few minutes drive, and all three 
dive centres have this as part of 
their itinerary along with longer 
drives down to Ras Mumlah, 
which is part of the Ras Abu 
Galum national protectorate. Ras 
Mumlah is maybe better known 
from the long coastal camel 
trek from Dahab, but it’s on the 
correct side of the mountains 
for an easier 4X4 journey from 
nuweiba. sites here offer stunning 
wall dives, beautiful soft and 
hard corals and technical diving 
depths.  

A difference in ambiance 
sarah, from African Divers 
nuweiba, with her well-trained 
eyes, was invaluable in pointing 
out frog fish, the sea moths and 
other unusual critters. this is the 
advantage of guided dives with a 

dive master showing what to see.  
With emperor Divers, based out of 
the coral hilton, guided dives are 
the norm, but independent buddy 

left to RiGht: long-arm cleaner shrimp on sea anemone. excellent 
macro life here; Diver and anthias on coral head; thorny seahorse

sea moth, or little dragonfish, on sandy seabed
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Nuweibatravel

dives on the house reef may be permitted for 
experienced divers. With  scuba-college based 
out of the nuweiba village Resort, the emphasis 
really is on buddy diving even from the boat, but 
guided dives can be arranged. their popular night 
dives are also guided. here, petra and Mike both 
emphasize that what they want to see are divers 
who trained up to be confident and self sufficient.  
the above starts to point out those different 
ambiances offered by dive operators while other 
aspects come from the associated hotels.
 All of the centres will collect divers from any of 
the local hotels, but it’s often easier being at the 
associated hotel. 

 African Divers is located adjacent 
to the swisscare nuweiba Resort 
hotel, though it also uses other 
accommodations. the swisscare 
rooms were all doubles, and for 
photographers, the setup was one 
of the best with desks, lights, chairs 

which made prepping equipment a 
pleasure. it also attracts couples with 
the extra space, along with families, 
but won’t have the range of facilities 
of the much larger hilton. Middle 
priced. the beach in front gently 

slopes seaward, and for a long way, 
which makes the swimming excellent 
but pushes divers to use transport 
for the drive to their house reef. this 
in turn emphasizes group diving, 
but they have free unguided house 
reef diving with dive packages. the left to RiGht: Yellow boxfish; Gray moray eel and undulated moray; porcupinefish—

yellow spotted burrfish; loading the boat for a dive at scuba college

Male “panther 
flounder” on 
sandy seabed
(left)
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Nuweibatravel
swisscare hotel is located on a beach side local road 
with other smaller hotels midway between the port 
and town centre, so it’s a long walk to either.
 scuba-college is located on the beach of the 
nuweiba village Resort in amongst their beach huts, 
billed as Diving camp. the huts are more primitive 
than hotel rooms and adequate if you are primarily 
interested in the diving, but couples often decamped 
to the hotel proper. inexpensive. for divers it was a 

counteR-clocKWise: shore 
diving; Wall dive; the sinkers 
mooring buoy nuweiba; technical 
diving is possible from nuweiba, 
this on trip to Ras Abu Gallum
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travel Nuweiba

clocKWise: Main restaurant food at coral hilton ; Bedouin guide at entrance to Abu hamata canyon; 
very narrow gorge of Abu hamata canyon; hawksbill turtle, eretmochelys imbricata

supremely easy walk the few 
yards to the dive centre to pick 
up cylinders, kit up and walk 
the few metres to start a dive 
whenever you chose. the camp 
is close to what exists of the town 

centre allowing a visit with only 
a 10-15 minute walk. the 

main hotel has more 

facilities than the camp.
 emperor Divers are probably 
the largest centre here and 
do the more usual approach 
of two dives a day organized 
around a drive to a shore entry 
site. What attracts underwater 
photographers will be the 
concession allowing unescorted 

house reef 
dives. the 
coral hilton 
is the 
largest 
hotel in 
nuweiba 
and 

sits in large 
grounds 

with dispersed 
accommodation 

units, so it’s a few minutes 
walk 

to the dive centre in 
the main complex, 
then a cart to transport 
gear to the beach. 
the hotel can offer an 
all inclusive deal with 
an excellent range 
of fabulous food in 
help yourself fashion, 
children’s play areas, 
pool and particularly 
attracts couples and 
families. it’s the most 
expensive. it’s located 
close to the port area 
of nuweiba and some distance 
from the town centre.

Top side excursions
nuweiba itself doesn’t have a 
lot of tourist attraction, even to 
the extent of no taxis, no hustling 
to sell trinkets, and local shops 
are expecting to sell to locals. 
it is in a good position relative 

to the mountains to offer 
many Bedouin run desert 

excursions in the sinai or day trips 
to jordan or israel. popular sites 
to visit are Mount saint catherine 
and Mount Moses with saint 
catherine Monastery a must 
do for many. for me, i liked the 
desert landscape and took off 
on a 4x4 trip out to more remote 
areas with fabulous canyons and 
sleeping on sand dunes under 
the stars.  
 the desert trips start on paved 

main roads but soon move onto 
unpaved dirt tracks then cross 
country using dry river valleys, 
flood planes, sand dunes, 
whatever it takes. for larger 
groups, it may be a few 4x4’s 
travelling together. for mine, it 
was two of us plus the Bedouin 
driver and the Bedouin guide 
with stops to say ‘hi’ to their 
families or friends camped out. 
then, it was on to ein Khudra 
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Nuweibatravel

oasis, which acts as a hub. this was 
organized by sulman Atwa, a local 
Bedouin friend of sarah and Daniel of 
African Divers. each dive centre and 
hotel has Bedouin friends to organize 
trips.  
 from ein Khudra oasis, you could 
go off on camel treks or eat, sit, relax 
before going on. i avoided the camel 
treks—they are hard on the bottom and 
i’ve done camels before—so i went on 
to find a secluded valley for the night 

after walking a bit of the White canyon.  
 early next morning, after breakfast 
and breaking camp, it was off to walk 
through the little known Abu hamata 
canyon with its very tight canyon walls 
before heading back to sulman’s camp 
in tarabeen at the northern end of 
nuweiba. A few cups of tea, a good 
meal and chatting gave a relaxing 
break in my visit. if you are really 
adventurous, the guide teaches camel 
care and riding for that real trip. 

 nuweiba is great; it’s just not for 
everyone. Avoid it, if you are the type 
who wants lots of discos, shopping 
and crowds. for any diver interested in 
marine life, i would put it high on my list. 
for others, it can be a good place to 
relax and unwind. 

charles stirling is a dive writer and 
underwater photographer based in the 
united Kingdom. ■

left to RiGht:  
shops in the 
centre of town; 
in nuweiba, it’s 
possible just to 
relax with your 
feet up; African 
Divers nuweiba 
dive centre on 
the beach;  
A few shops 
cater for tourists, 
this one sells 
carpets (above 
left); camping 
out (above  
right)

swisscare nuweiba Resort hotel (above) with the sinai mountains as backdrop; through the desert, Wadi Meghesa (above right)
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TabaTranquillity in

text and photos by peter symes
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travel Taba

The northern end of the Gulf 
of Aqaba in the Red Sea is full 
of new opportunities and fresh 
dive sites Find something new 
and interesting to report on at 
the Red Sea was the assign-
ment I gave myself. Right. Easier 
said than done. It is one of the 
most popular and visited dive 
destinations on the planet and 
countless articles have already 
been written about the under-
water wonders of its spectacular 
underwater world. I found myself 
with a challenge on my hand.

it probably dates me a bit, but i remem-
ber when sharm el sheikh was a small, 
sleepy village at the tip of the barren 
sinai peninsula, which was reached by 
overnight coach from cairo. Domestic 
flights from cairo’s international airport, 
which was the common place of entry to 
sharm’s airstrip, were available but came 
at a substantial price. this was about 20 
years ago, and i still recall how the sensa-
tion of remoteness filled me with joy and 
excitement—it was an adventure. the 
waters were amazing, and i think they still 
are. But they are not quite as accessible 
anymore, and in places, have become 
somewhat crowded. sharm has turned 
into a bustling resort town with over 
150,000 hotel beds, or so i have heard, 
and a busy international airport, and the 

once barren, rugged and dramatically 
beautiful coastline has been extensively 
developed and clad with resorts, which 
now extend in an unbroken chain far into 
the mist on the horizon. Granted, a lot of 
these hotels are very nice, and there are 
few other places on the planet where 
you get so much standard for your buck. 
 however, i was yearning for the origi-
nal Red sea experience and for at place 
where i could go diving off the coast at 
my leisure, without being compelled to 
get up in the wee morning to catch a 
bus to a day boat in the next bay. this 
is now what you have to do in sharm.  i 
don’t want to get up early, and i do not 
want commute on a holiday. 
 While the “Deep south” area south of 
Marsa Alam on the western coast of the 

fAR left:  
Anthias dart 
in and out of 
the thriving 
reef 
 
left: enjoying 
snacks in the 
twilight on 
the terrace of 
the Marriott 
after a good 
day’s diving 
 
BeloW: 
‘Big Brother 
is watching 
you’—what is 
presumably a 
grouper gives 
the onlooker 
and omi-
nously stare 
from behind 
a geomet-
ric moray,  
Gymnothorax 
griseus
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Red sea possibly could offer all this in 
plenty, my attention was drawn to the 
northern end of the Gulf of Aqaba and 
the area of taba just south of the border 
with israel. the macro life was said to be 
really good there with a healthy popula-
tion of frogfish. “is that so?,” i thought. 
A decision was made, and off to taba i 
went.
 fast forward to arrival in sharm el 

sheikh airport. i was amazed and 
impressed how fast i was whisked 
through customs and immigration by 
the guides from our travel company. it 
only took a few minutes from the time i 
stepped out of the plane until i sat in the 
minibus on the outside still gasping and 
panting from the massive and almost 
burning wall of hot air that greeted me 
upon disembarkation. that is sinai in 

early August for you. thank goodness for 
air conditioning.
 taba heights is a small resort town 
built around a golf course and a cluster 
of four international hotels which takes 
about 2.5 hours to reach from sharm 
el sheikh. Whether the drive through 
sinai’s rugged landscape is considered 
an experience in its own right and part 
of the whole adventure or just a tedious 

Tabatravel

the life inside the reef structures is quite vibrant. top RiGht: A marble snake eel, callechelys marmorata, pokes its head out of the sand. 
Approach slowly and you may be able to get up quite close. BottoM RiGht: huge lionfish are omnipresent
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and unwanted stage just to get over with 
the sooner the better depends, i sup-
pose, on your personal inclinations in that 
respect. i kind of like it, and it helps reset-
ting my frame of reference, as i stare out 

on the vast and 
empty 

expanses of the desert. 
 i could not help studying the land-
scape that passed pondering on all 
the biblical stuff that took place on this 
peninsula. it’s mind-boggling in a way—
all the strife that has taken place in this 
region—and at the same time, i won-
dered what all the fuss was really about 
and why people were here in the first 
place. 
 there is no water here, no growth, no 

green pastures nor food for that mat-
ter—just dust, sand, gravel, rocks 

and scorching temperatures. it 
seems as fertile as Mars. i am 

passing through in transit to 
undertake some great diving 
on colourful corals and sip 

cocktails or cold beers by the 
pool side in the evenings—that is 

my good excuse for being here. But 
it eludes me as to why anyone would 

like to hang around in this beautiful but 
forsaken place before diving was invent-

ed and dragged along 
its masses of tourists with 
their cash and credit 
cards.
 underwater sinai is 
a completely differ-
ent world, and break-
ing the surface is like 
going through a portal 
to another universe that 
is colourful, vibrant and 
alive. 
 But before one 
descends, one can-
not help taking a look 
around at the peaks 
draped in an amazing 
spectrum of soft pastel colours ranging 
from sandy yellows to dusty pinks, which 
only get softer, hazier and redder as the 
day progresses. 
 And once one gets water over one’s 
head and immerses oneself in the blue 
realm, the whole tonal range completely 

changes, and one is greeted with the full 
palette of strong colours coming to life in 
the form of orange anthias and damself-
ish darting in and out of coral structures, 
yellow butterfly fish, blue surgeonfish, and 
the almost phychedelic juvenile emperor 
angelfish to name a few.

Zen moment
the tranquillity down below was soothing, 
and i slowly descended to the bottom 
about 15m below me. i was on the house 
reef just outside the resorts. from the 
boat deck, i just stepped off, and i could 
see my hotel room. it was that close and 

travel Taba

clocKWise 
fRoM top left:  
Many of the 
dive sites are  
very conven-
iently located 
just below the 
resort; Many of 
the dive sites 
are at moder-
ate depth. there 
are no dramatic 
drop-offs with 
lush gorgonians, 
but there are lots 
of small critters; 
Blacktip grouper, 
epinephelus fas-
ciatus; sargeant 
major fish (inset)
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that easy to get to. As i gently touched 
down like a humanoid lunar lander on 
a sandy patch and started adjusting my 
belts and buckles, fidgeting with my cam-
era gear—all my everyday worries had 
already left me. Ah, peace!  
 the diving in these parts was everything 
but dramatic. the bottom was a flat sandy 
plateau scattered with lots of coral heads 
and table corals under which all sorts 
of critters were playing hide and seek. i 
came to think of a garden with bushes 
and plantations. there were several big 
table corals under which groupers, mor-
als and lionfish huddled, pushing shoulders 
and shoving each other out of the best 
spot. 
 i don’t recall ever seeing so many 
moray eels in one location, both in terms 
of specimens and different species. the 
maximum depth of 18m also made this 
dive relaxed in terms of ample margin to 
no-deco limits and remaining airtime.
 Being a photographer i was, obviously, 
not keen on going with groups. having to 

swim from A to B 
and keep up with 
a group of divers, 
some of which 
invariably have 
questionable skills in 
buoyancy control 
and limited situ-
ational awareness, is 
not very conducive 
for working properly 
with a camera. But, 
much to my relief,  

in this case A to B turned out to be a short 
and sedate semi-circular course, so i was 
fortunately able to mind my own business 
while staying within eyesight of the group, 
or rather the dive guides. i believe i even 
hummed a few tunes as i went about tak-
ing my pictures.
 i didn’t see any other divers in the 
water. i believed we were the only group 
on this whole stretch of reef, and once out 
of the water almost an hour later, there 

were 
indeed 
no other dive 
boats in sight. 
 it was a beautiful day, and the surface 
of the sea was flat and smooth as glass. 
i got out of my gear and headed for a 
strong cup of tea and some fresh baked 
cake before we went on our next dive a 
little further down the reef. there was no 
rush.

Stellar moments
that evening i had my 
first of several good din-
ners with a magnificent 
view over the opposite 
coastline. jordan is 
on the left, and saudi 
Arabia is on the right.  
 As the daylight 
dimmed and turned 
into twilight, the moon 
rose across the gulf, 
reflected by the still 
waters that had taken 
on a rosy tone. this was 
the Red sea all right. i 
understood that it got 
its name from this very 
phenomenon where 
the local circumstances 
combined in a way that 
made the sea appear 
reddish. 
 While i watch in 
silence how the twilight 

the moon rises over the gulf of 
Aqaba. on the other side is the 
jordan and saudi Arabia.   
 
According to Wikipedia the 
name of the sea may signify 
the seasonal blooms of the red-
coloured trichodesmium eryth-
raeum near the water’s surface. 
 
But what about the special hue 
the surface takes in the twilight?
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slowly transformed itself into a velvety 
blue night, i enjoyed a cool stella—an 
egyptian beer. it did not quite meet the 
standard of the Belgian or czech pilsn-
ers—but then again, what is—and i found 
it actually pretty good. i can’t help think-
ing, is there any better way of wrapping 
up a very nice but warm day full of great 

diving than with a cool beer while look-
ing out of over the sea. that night i slept 
like a baby. 

The elusive frogfish
ideally, i wanted to stay at a resort with a 
house reef i could have direct access to 
at my leisure. it is not quite possible here, 

but it is close enough. the Red sea 
Waterworld dive center lies adja-
cent to the hotel complex and 
is reached in only a few minutes 
by the complimentary shuttle bus 
that stops by the hotel twice every 
hour for most of the day. equally 
important, if you are an occa-
sional lazy bum like yours truly who 
wants to sleep in now and then 
and decide to give the morning 
dive a pass, you can jump in later. 
 there are three boat dives a 
day—one in the morning, one at 
11 and one after noon. in addi-
tion, there is unlimited beach div-
ing from either the house reef in 
front of the dive center, aka the 
aptly named “confined training 
Area”, or in the nearby Marina Bay 
area to which you get driven in 

a 4WD on request. the reef right in 
front of the center is not hugely 
exciting being mostly sand 
with a few corals and some 
smaller artificial reefs, 
but it has its moments, 
as seahorses and 
pipe ghostfish can 
be spotted here 
and, as the 
name implies, 
it is an excel-
lent training 
area. Also, 
it is good 
for getting 
kit adjusted 
and the camera 
configured if you have not 
been in the water for a good while. 
 i went out several times during the 

week, 
just because it was so easy to just grab 
another tank and walk straight out. i 
never saw any seahorses but, somewhat 
ironically, lots of other exciting stuff.

Fjord
no, we have not washed up in norway. 
fjord is the name of a site  some 25 min-
utes sailing time from the marina where 
there is a freshwater well on the bottom. 
the well itself appears to be a cylindrical 
depression in the reef some 15 meters 
in diameter.  the rim starts around 15 
meters, so even oWD divers can come 
along but cannot go to the bottom of 
the well, which lies at 27m. Also, because 
freshwater seeps from the bottom of the 

travel Taba
counteR-clocKWise fRoM left: A tint bicolor bleny, ecsenius bicolor, perch-
es on a coral head; nose-spotted, synodus binotatus; Yellowmouth moray, 
Gymnothorax nudivomer; spotted wrasse (right)

Rounding 
off a day 
of diving 
with a glass 
of cold 
stella— 
a reason-
ably good 
egyptian 
beer 
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well, divers will experience a loss of buoyancy, 
which needs to be countered as one descends 
into the well. 
 there seems to be little need, however, to 
explore the bottom, which appears to largely 
consist of coarse gravel and is a waste good 
breathing gas. 
 it is mostly what lives on the walls that seems 
interesting, including a bright pink anemone 
zealously guarded by clownfish. the well is a 
curiosity and a good excuse for an excursion, 
but once you have seen it, you have seen it, 
and what goes on in the surrounding reef is 
more interesting. 
 once again, we have the place to ourselves, 
and there is no hurry. in general, i have to give 
the dive guides much credit for not herding 

people around but 
letting people explore 
the surroundings in their 
own time and pace while 
keeping a watchful eye 
out for everyone’s safety and 
minor needs.

Drift diving
During many of the briefings, we 
were told that the ascent would 

take form as a 
drift dive and 
safety sausages, 
or sMBs, were distributed 

among buddy 
pairs or small 
groups. i 
don’t know 
about the 
so-called drift, 
though. Maybe 
we were just there 
during very benign 
conditions, or i just 
have a different frame 
of reference on  currents, 
having learnt to dive in scandinavian 
waters, but i did not feel much of a cur-
rent. i think it only makes sense to talk 
about drift dives when it is a) impos-
sible or at least prohibitively strenuous 
to swim against the current, or b) when 
the current is used for sweeping you 
effortlessly along on a joy ride along the 

Tabatravel

captions...

on pharao’s 
island near 
the israeli 
border there 
is a ruin of 
a medi-
avval castle 
built by the 
knights  
templar

A school of 
juvenile car-

dinate fish 
shelters in a 

crevice in 
the coral

Red sea racoon but-
terflyfish, chaetodon 
fasciatus (left)

Day octopus, octopus cyanea, about to blend in with the reef; 
the shuttle bus is free and runs every 30 minutes (left)
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reef. this dive had neither, 
but we got a good excuse 
for some very good prac-
tise in deploying the buoys, 
ascending along their lines 
and performing a safety 
stop suspended under these 
sausages. You never know 
when you will really be 
dependent on such skills. in 
any case, it is my firm belief 
that a surface marker buoy 
should be part of any div-
er’s safety kit.   

Other dive sites
the local dive sites lies pretty 
much like pearls on a string 
along side the resort and 
a bit to north. And none of 
them are very far from the 

marina. Most 
of the sites are 
dominated by 
relatively flat or 
gently sloping 
areas with a mix 
of sandy patches 
and coral heads. 
this physical structure 
combined with the 
fact that there is plenty 
of macro life makes 
it a very good area 
for photographers, 
because there always 
seems to be ample 
room to kneel down on 
sand and mess around 
without damaging the 
sensitive coral by acci-
dental physical con-

tact. 
the 
dive 
guides also 
seem to have a keen eye for spotting 
elusive or camouflaged creatures, which 
is very helpful for photographers. 
 one dive site, farun island (aka  
pharaoh’s island) lies close to the border 
with israel, around 45 minutes sailing time 
from taba heights marina. on the island, 

the most prominent landmark is the old 
fort. 
 in the 12th century, crusaders defend-
ing the route between cairo and 
Damascus controlled by the nearby city 
of Aqaba, in jordan, built the first fortifi-
cation on the island. in December 1170, 
saladin conquered the island and recon-
structed the citadel. in 2003, the citadel 
on pharaoh’s island was added to the 
unesco World heritage tentative list. 
 history aside, it is also a popular dive 
site, with lush coral reefs making it a pop-
ular sightseeing attraction among tourists 
based in taba, eilat and Aqaba. from 
taba heights, this is a full day weekly 
excursion with lunch served on the boat.

Tabatravel
clocKWise  
fRoM fAR left:  
tube worm blenny, 
plagiotremus rhi-
norhynchos, peeks 
out of its hole; 
steinitz’s shrimp 
goby, Amblyeleotris 
steinitzi, usually 
shares its burrow 
with a shrimp that 
keeps the burrow 
tidy in return for 
protection and 
food scraps; two-
banded anemone 
fish, Amphiprion 
bicinctus; pyjamas 
nudibranch, 
chromodoris quad-
ricolor; juvenile 
emperor angel-
fish, pomacanthus 
imperator
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top to BottoM: Wandering feather star traverses the sea grass meadow;   
painted cardinalfish, Archamia fucata; schultz’s pipefish, corythoichthys schultzi

Sea grass and glass fish
the lush meadows of sea grasses constitutes a different 
habitat than the coral reef. At a glance, there doesn’t 
seem to be much life there, but look again and look 
closely, because a lot of the species there are very well 
camouflaged. hiding behind the sea grass, you can 
find seahorses and pipefish, some of which are fiend-
ishly well camouflaged. or you might come across a 
grazing sea turtle. 
 it was on of one of these shallow nearby sites where 
i had one of my most enjoyable dives for many years. 
the name of the site is Muqabila and lies few minutes 
south of the marina. We started the dive among table 
corals and pillars on the sandy bottom, and as usual, 
the amount of life taking shelter among the corals was 
a spectacle one could keep watching forever.  

Dense schools of glass fish (above) congregate over the 
reef structures; A pipefish of indeterminate species (right)
hides in the sea grass bed
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Taba

 All kinds 
of damselfish, more species than 
i could recognise, were darting in 
and out. Moray eels were tucked 
away in crevices at the bottom, 
and huge lionfish gave me the 
grumpy look.  
 on top of one the coral heads, 
the guide spotted and pointed 
out a stone fish, which i would 
never have seen on my own.  
What an ugly fellah. But some 45 
minutes into this already pleas-
ant dive, we came to a big coral 
head that sat just where the beds 
of sea grasses started. 
 the sun was coming from 
behind the underwater scenery, 
as i  watched a school of large 
glassfish moving and swaying in 
and out of the reef. suddenly, 
they passed over the reef and 
came in between me and the 
sun, which backlit the whole lot 
like a glass mosaic in a cathedral, 
and every little fibre in their trans-
lucent bodies stood out. 
 slowly moving away from the 

coral, we then went over 
the bed of sea grass. 

first, i came across a wan-
dering brittlestar, then a bright red 
pipefish—of a species i have not 
yet been able to establish with 
any degree of convincing certain-
ty—some small wrasses, and then, 
a majestic sea turtle calmly graz-
ing.  

Security
Due to the proximity to the bor-
ders with israel, jordan and saudi 
Arabia guests are required to 
bring their passports on all boat 
dives, but this is not a major hassle. 
every morning, when divers got 
picked up outside the hotel by the 
dive center shuttle, the dive guide 
collected the passports for safe-
keeping. security is in place eve-
rywhere. During the transfer from 
the airport in sharm, we passed 
through a number of checkpoints 
where we were waved straight 
through by soldiers who looked 
utterly bored out of their skulls, as 
they cooked in the heat and fly-
infested manholes for i don’t know 
how long. Around the perim-

travel
A school of juvenile the 
pickhandle barracuda 

sphyraena jello

seaside view of taba 
heights (right) 

 
typical reefscape below 
the resorts (bottom right) 

 
two-banded 
anemonefish 

in pink bubble 
coral, physogyra 

sp. (below)
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eter of the 
taba height 
urbanisation 
was another 
set of check-
points, so if 
one had no 
legitimate 
business here, 
one was 
not able to 
get very far. 
nonetheless, 
busses and 
transfer vehi-

cles were not able to pull up 
all the way to any of the hotels 
being prevented to do so by 
barriers, which are probably 
there to stop car bombers from 
entering the premises. 
 it is probably all just healthy 
paranoia stemming from egypt’s 
critical dependency on the 
revenue from tourism, as it’s 
better to be safe than sorry. But 
sometimes, it just got a bit silly 
and inconsequential. everyday 
guests had to pass through 
a metal detector and empty 

their pockets to enter the hotel 
through the lobby, while noth-
ing prevented guests from going 
straight to their rooms via the 
sidewalk or by entering the hotel 
from the beach.

The dive center
Red sea Waterworld gave me 
the impression of being organ-
ised and efficient in the way 
they dealt with the many groups 
of divers, snorkellers and other 
watersport guests. operations 
were timely but never rushed or 
chaotic. the place appeared 
neat and orderly, and the rental 
equipment looked fairly new 
and in good shape. But per-
haps most importantly, i noticed 
how the staff interacted among 
themselves, and the mood 
seemed relaxed and light heart-
ed. if things are in a mess back 
stage, it will show. 
 the center has a café where 
one can have a light lunch or 
snack between dives or just 
enjoy a coffee, juice or smooth-
ie.

Accommodation
the standard is good, as is often 
the case in egypt, and relatively 
upscale with attention to detail 
without being uncomfortably 
posh for divers in t-shirts and flip-
flops. i stayed at the Marriott 
but poked into the other nearby 
hotels, which seemed to be of 
an equally good four star stand-
ard. that aside, i cannot pass 
any judgement on these hotels 
as i did not stay there. 
 At Marriott, i enjoyed having 
the all-inclusive board, which 
meant that all meals were 
included as long as i dined in 
the main restaurant. there were 
a number of other tempting 
restaurants in the hotel which i, 
however, did not get to try. 
 Amazingly, all-inclusive also 
meant alcoholic beverages—of 
which something was supposed 
to be excluded, but i never 
found out what it was. i pre-
sumed that it must have been 
the expensive liquors.  
 the hotel had some excellent 
big pools, a good fitness center 

Tabatravel

Marriott in taba heights (above)

on the road from sharm el sheihk to taba, you never know what you are going to meet
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with a spa and a tennis court, which i 
cannot believe a person could actually 
use in that searing heat without suffer-
ing a heat stroke within minutes. My 
main gripe was that internet connec-
tion was shockingly pricey at €15 per 
hour, which deterred me from getting 
much work done while on location—a 
feature that might well assist guests in 
avoiding the temptation to work, or get 
bogged down checking emails, while 
on vacation.

Sights
castle Zaman is a restaurant in a castle 
with a spectacular view about 15km 
down the coast. it specialises in slowly 
stewed dishes served still sizzling in huge 
ceramic pots. it is not cheap but well 
worth the visit if you fancy a change 
from the hotel’s restaurant.
 st. catherine Monastery lies in the 

heart of sinai and is a full day trip, so 
are most of the other excursions on 
offer such as the colored canyon, 
Aqaba, eilat,  jerusalem and, my per-
sonal favourite, the magnificent petra. 
 Boats leave from the taba heights 
marina to jordan, but during my visit, 
operations were put on hold pending 
some bureaucratic issues with permis-
sions. until this gets sorted out, trips to 
jordan take place by going by coach 
to the israeli border, which is crossed on 
foot. then, another vehicle takes guests 
the short distance to the jordanian bor-
der, which is then crossed on foot. And 
finally, some van or minibus takes guests 
to the sights they want to see. petra is 
worth it, though.

Recommendations 
As it has probably already been made 
clear, this is a place for macro pho-

tographers and holiday makers who 
are looking for a more tranquil location 
than what big resort towns elsewhere 
can offer. of course, the trade-off is 
less shopping options and less night-
life though there are bars enough in 
the hotels or the little ‘uptown area’ 
on the other side of the central golf 
course. You will not find the wild and 
dramatic diving here—go to Brothers 
or elphinstone for that—nor did i spot 
many of the lush soft corals i have seen 
further south, but this area’s got so 
many other things to offer. it is a good 
place to relax and seems like a good 
place for a family holiday unless one 
craves a lot of excursions and sights of 
which there are not so many.

oh… and i never got to see my frogfish. 
I guess, I’ll just have go again. ■

Dinner restaurant at Marriott (above); view of taba heights (top left)
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LanzaroteCanary Island’s

text and photos by charles stirling 

A small, warm, sub-tropical 
Atlantic Ocean island with 
enough tourist visitors to make 
access easy and facilities 
plentiful, diving not mainstream 
but both good and also 
dependable—this is Lanzarote.

it is the most easterly, most northerly and 
fourth largest island of the volcanic chain 
of the seven main canary islands, which 
are part of spain but located just off the 
African coast. lazarote is only 37 miles 
(60km) long and 12 miles (20km) wide, 
with 130 miles (213km) of shoreline. the 
whole island has unesco World Biosphere 
Reserve status and an ecological 
style of tourism without mass high rise 
developments.
 lanzarote attracts something around 

a million visitors a year with its good 
weather, low rainfall, clean streets, 
towns and beaches, lack of hassle, low 
crime and generally informal, friendly 
atmosphere. About 15,000 of those visitors 
go diving. in the past, it had a reputation 
as a ‘get-drunk-and-party’ destination, 
particularly for British youth, but that 
reputation has long ago faded with a 
much more diverse range of visitors now.  
 the divers range in experience from 
those doing their first ever dives through 

to the very experienced. Many divers, 
having found lanzarote, treat it as an 
alternative to the more heavily promoted 
locations and return time after time.
 in some respects, the island offers “a 
holiday with diving” while some of the 
many repeat dive visitors seem to think 
of it as a diving destination first with a 
smidgen of holiday thrown in. the good 
mild weather is attractive not just for 
holidays, which means diving is year 
round with few days lost due to inclement 

weather—it’s dependable. 
 the island is volcanic in origin, as 
evidenced by underwater escarpments 
of lava walls, tunnels, caverns and sink 
holes along with the sandy areas. Marine 
life is a mixture of tropical and temperate, 
with reefs volcanic not coral. it’s said 
there are about 500 species of fish 
and 1,200 of invertebrates here. Water 
temperatures run from 19ºc in winter to 
23ºc in late summer. With little rainfall, 
no rivers and unpolluted waters, visibility 
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travel Lanzarote

varies from 15m to 30m.
 lanzarote is one of the seven main 
islands in the canaries archipelago, 
which forms a chain about 500km 
long off the African coast. All of 
the volcanic islands started to form 
some 20 million years ago, with the 
movement of the African tectonic 
plate and the submergence of the 
Atlantic plate. lanzarote itself started 
forming about 11 million years ago in 
three phases with the oldest regions 
in the north and south of the island 
followed by later infill between these 
regions in the second phase four to 
seven million years ago.  
 the third phase and latest volcanic 
activity was in the 17th and 18th 
centuries and can now by seen in 
the timanfaya region. these near-
continuous volcanic eruptions 
in 1730-1736 were devastating, 
destroying the best farmland along 
with some 26 villages and hamlets 
covering a quarter of the island in 
lava. smaller eruptions lasting for 
three months in 1824 produced three 
more volcanic cones. the results of 

these eruptions are well preserved, with 
little erosion due to the limited rainfall.  
the exact geological mechanisms are 
not fully understood. the common theory 
of a mantle plume, or hot spot, in the 
mantle giving rise to the volcanoes is 
contested by some.
 the shelf around the island drops 
away to very deep water a mile or more 
offshore, which may have limited the 
numbers of naturally occurring wrecks 
(they end up too deep) and means 
most diving is near shore. there are a few 

clocKWise fRoM 
top left: cuttlefish 

(sepia officinalis) 
swimming; playa 

del Reducto Beach 
and Arrecife skyline; 

tube-dwelling 
anemone on  

sandy seabed

pRevious pAGe: 
town of el Golfo
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Lanzarotetravel

“natural” wrecks and more wrecks that 
have been purposely sunk, but it is as 
much for the landscape and marine life 
that divers keep returning to the island.  
for the technical diver, deeper valleys 
and lava tubes and channels with faster 
drifts exist. 
 the islands highest point, 670m, isn’t 
enough to induce rain producing cloud 
formations from sea winds, just clouds.  
this has limited the vegetation with more 
species diversity on the older, more 
weathered regions. Relatively few native 
land animals are found, predominately 
birds (40 nesting species); six mammal 
species are known and only three 
species of reptiles. the underwater world 
is much richer.

 Wreck diving
After the briefing, a short boat ride of 
about five minutes on calm seas, a 
quick final buddy check and a giant 
stride into blue waters, a few moments 
passed on the surface before a gentle 
free descent commenced. Within a few 
metres of depth, the outlines of a wreck 
started to appear. 
 the wreck was listing on its side but 
looked like a ship. its bow, stern, decking 
and holds were intact with enough 
ravages from the sea to feel real. 
 We were diving one of the “harbour 
Wrecks” of the los erizos Wreck park. it 
was an easy dive. i swam inside its open 
structure, exploring it without sediment 
exploding up to block visibility, and 

moved on to look at its exterior. i would 
happily have spent all my time on the 
wreck, but my buddy wanted to check 
out the adjacent volcanic landscape, so 
we continued on a slow swim examining 
nooks and crannies, fish and invertebrates 
before surfacing after an hour’s dive for 
the boat pick-up. it was a very enjoyable 
dive. several divers back on the boat 
gushed with excitement and considering 
it one of their best dives. our boatload of 

sea hare, Aplisia dactylomela, grazing on 
marine algae (above); Divers with school of 
grunts at  playa chica (left)

cuttlefish Divers and angelshark buried in sand
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nine divers included a few with dive 
numbers approaching or well over 
the 1,000 figure in number, and these 
divers rated it as a great dive.
 Another wreck park and a marine 
conservation zone is just west of 
puerto del carmen. off punta tinosa 
are the “New Wrecks”. Three fishing 
boats were prepared and sunk in 
2004 in shallow water, but with more 
currents here and the ravages of an 
occasional winter storm, they have 
moved from their initial resting places 
to slightly deeper water, nothing 
above 17m. one is only part of a shell 
now; the other two are more intact. 
it is still possible to dive all three in a 
single dive, but doing two or just one 
is probably a more interesting option.  
Going slow, you see more.  
 i dived two of these, and again, 

penetration was safe and easy. the 
exteriors were interesting with lots of 
fish. None of these wrecks pretend to 
be world class; they are simple good 
holiday dives.

Dive centres
there are many dive centres 
scattered mainly along the east cost 
of lanzarote mostly located in resort 
areas—playa Blanca, Arrieta, Mala, 
etc—but with the overwhelming 
majority in puerto del carmen. the 
Atlantic-facing west coast has diving, 
although limited, due to prevailing 
winds and is more the preserve of the 
surfer or kitesurfer. 
 in puerto del carmen most diving 
starts at the small protected beach 
of playa chica. A perfect location 
inside a natural protected horseshoe-

shaped cove with stone outcrops 
extending on both sides providing 
shelter to the gently sloping sandy 
beach—ideal for divers, snorkelling or 
swimming with the family. the local 
dive centres from around the island 
visit this site.  
 the reefs formed by these outcrops 
and the area just beyond offer most 
of the marine life that can also be 
seen in other parts of the island. 
Depending on the season, angel 
sharks, octopus, cuttlefish, sea horses, 
yellow striped nudibranchs, arrow 
crabs, scorpionfish, wrasse, flatfish, 
bream and more can be seen.  
 the underwater volcanic arch 
of the Blue hole, the cathedral, 
Red coral site, volcanic walls, small 
caverns are all right here at playa 
chica. its protected beach entry 

this pAGe: scuba divers on and inside one of the “new Wrecks” off puerto del carmen
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makes it ideal for training, and the 
marine life makes it interesting for 
underwater photographers. 
 Within the cove, the bottom 
is coarse salt and pepper sand, 
which settles relatively quickly 

when kicked up by someone else’s 
fins—never your own, of course—
with many flounder, lizardfish and 
garden eels present, and at night, 
tube anemones, which hide by 
day buried below the surface. 

Depths of up 
to 10m are 
found inside the 
cove, which 
is protected 
by walls, lava 
boulders and 
overhangs in 
steps to 30 or 
more meters. 
it was the 
shallower rocky 
outcrops and 
sand right at 
the bottom of 

these steps that seemed to hold 
the greatest number of creatures. 
 some of the divers reported 
seeing the rather shy angel 
sharks on nearly every dive and 
sea horses at specific locations. 

Garden eels seemed to be at the 
right of the cove or around its outer 
corner, and schools of jacks were 
found near shore. the site is the 
ideal place to just go exploring.
 Most of the dive centres in puerto 
del carmen, and those outside 
town, seem to offer both shore and 
boat dives with boats varying from 
fast RIBs (Rigid-hulled Inflatable 
Boats, or Zodiacs) to small hard 
boats. some have only guided 
group dives while others have both 
buddy and guided trips. some 
have fixed times for dives, others 
are more flexible and, at least for 
shore dives, you can chose your 
own times. 
 Many training agencies are 
represented including pADi, BsAc, 
cMAs, iAntD, BARAKuDA and 

more, so with the right choice, 
you can add qualifications that 
suit. they all offer holiday style 
dives with a single tank and air; 
many have nitrox; and a few 
offer technical diving, mix gas, 
rebreather dives and training. 
 Reviews and comments 
suggest that most operators are 
appreciated for what they offer, 
have rental equipment in good 
condition and are well run. so, 
pick your operator with your 
intentions in mind.
 spanish diving law is different 
from many destinations and 
changed substantially a 
few years ago. now, one 

thing to watch for is that the 
operator you dive with is legally 
registered as a dive operator. 
not all are, as it’s expensive, 
and operators did not need to 
register in the past. it could void 
your insurance coverage if you 
do not use a registered centre.  
All the registered operations are 
listed at: www.turismolanzarote.
com/en/buceo.jsp.
 Do bring both your medical 
certificate and dive insurance 
card with you, as it’s required 
by law in spain. however, 
insurance can be arranged 
locally, if needed. 
 i dived with safari Diving, 

left to RiGht: Diver on one of the 
“new Wrecks”; easy entry on one 
of the “new Wrecks”; Bow of one 
of the “new Wrecks”
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Lanzarotetravel

which is owned and operated 
by the British couple, steve and 
Wendy hicks, who offer both 
guided shore and boat dives and 
the possibility for simple unguided 
buddy diving—if you are a solo 
diver, they find you a buddy—as 
well as training. using them as 
an example, one can note the 
questions to ask of any potential 
centre one might chose.
 safari Diving is exceptionally 
well placed right on playa chica 
beach where all their shore diving 
is conducted, with the boat diving 
jetty almost adjacent. Due to the 
location, the centre is relatively 
small, without the dry changing 
areas, locker rooms, hot showers, 
dry camera set-up areas, etc., 
which larger centres can offer, but 
it has wet storage for your kit, hire 
kits in good condition, rinse tanks 
and hose to wash down, and the 
water’s edge is right there. 
 safari Diving is a very popular 

centre with many visitors, so hired 
kit is not kept just for you but 
turned in and taken out for each 
day/dive. they do not bus you 
around to other locations, as there 
is no need since it is already at the 
prime location, so you save time 
but don’t see other locations. their 
hard boat is comfortable but goes 
to relatively local sites only. they 
can offer nitrox, but it’s not routine, 
and they don’t do technical dives.  
 they use a nearby hotel with a 
pool when needed for teaching, 
but also go though some teaching 
more informally over coffee in a 
café.  
 the guides know the area well 
and point out the unusual, so they 
are worth using. i totally missed the 
small wreck just beyond the bay 
entrance by not using a guide. 
instead, i joined a buddy group, 
and we turned to the right instead 
of the left at the wrong point. on 
another occasion, i missed sea 

clocKWise: Arrow crab; Bastard grunt fish in shallows at  playa chica; Yellow striped nudibranch, hypselodoris picta, also known as h. edenticulata
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Lanzarotetravel

horses for a similar reason. 
 night dives are a regular item in the 
playa chica cove, staying relatively 
shallow at eight to 12 metres around 
the stone outcrops and off the boat 
jetty, which seems to offer the best 
observations. Again, i went with a buddy 
pair who went deeper than needed, so 
i missed some of what could have been 
seen. 
 Most dive centres anywhere on 
the island offer 
playa chica with 
the adjacent 
attractions, or just 
the cove itself, 
and use the jetty 
for the popular 
wreck dives. 
they drive to the 
parking lot near 
the beach where 
divers change 
in the vans and 
carry their kits the 
short distance to 
the entry point at 
either the beach 

or the jetty. other beach entry points 
along the puerto del carmen seafront, 
or around the island, also have good 
diving—so, just take your pick. 

Holiday destination
Year round sun, minimal rainfall and 
many good “blue flag” beaches are 
enough to attract many holiday makers.  
if you want a bit more than lying on a 
beach, the natural environment plus 

a few of man’s interventions are well 
worth a visit. car rental and fuel are 
reasonably priced. the roads are good 
and not crowded outside of major 

towns, so driving is the most productive 
way to tour, but lots of coach tours exist 
as well.
 During the volcanic eruptions of 1730 

clocKWise fRoM top left: Golden barrel cactus at cactus Garden (jardín de cactus); 
viewing cliffs, sea and black volcanic beach of el Golfo; playa chica; camel ride at parque 
national de timanfaya; tourists watching volcanic heat set fire to dry lichen in timanfaya park
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to 
1736, 

more than 30 
volcanoes let loose 
burying entire villages and 
covering a quarter of the island in 
lava and coarse ash. part of this is now 
protected in the timanfaya national park 
(the parque nacional de timanfaya), 
which is one of the visitor must-see 
locations. parts of it, the badlands, really 
are still barren of nearly any plant or 
animal life. outside the park, farmers are 

cultivating crops using the ash 
as mulch and building rock 

windbreaks to protect 
the plants. it’s worth 

seeing if one ever 
thinks home has a 

drought problem. 
this area is just 
north of Yaiza in 

the south of the 
island, and one could 
include el Golfo with its volcanic 
lake and the flats producing sea 
salt in one slightly hurried outing.  
 to the north of the island, 

césar Manrique’s 
cactus Garden (jardin 
de cactus) built in a 
volcano crater is much 
more interesting for its 
design than might be 
imagined and worth 
a visit. surrounding this 
garden are plantations 
of prickly pear, host to 
the cochineal beetle. 
not far away are the 
los jameos del Agua, 
the lava tube made 
into an underground 

entertainment venue with a lake that is 
home to blind albino crabs. the Green’s 
cave (cueva de los verdes) is also part 
of the lava tube. on the very northern 
most point of the garden, are views over 
to isla Graciosa and chinijo Archipelago 
with a park at Mirador del Río, which i 
missed, as it closes at 6:00pm—the all too 
often normal closing time for attractions. 
six o’clock is too early if one is trying to 
fit in a lot of siteseeing after a morning 
dive. the island simply has too much to 
see and do on a short visit—yet, another 
reason to revisit.
 Being a holiday destination has its 
advantages with bars, restaurants and 

cafes plentiful and nearly any 
nationality of cuisine on offer. 
for really local food, try a dining 
spot outside the main tourist 
areas. shopping in both the small 
independent shops or larger malls 
plus various markets should be 
able to fill most desires, but avoid 
the majority of independent 
camera and electrical stores, as 
they have a reputation of carrying 
too many fraudulent deals. the 
streets are not full of hucksters, 
so you miss the fun of constantly 
saying you’re not interested. 
Accommodation is plentiful and 
varied—maybe it’s best to let 
the chosen dive centre organize 
it, but deals can be found 
independently. there are good 
museums, gallerias, festivals and 
things to do with the family.
 the diving was good, relaxed 
holiday fare with lots of marine 
life to see. it would suit families, 
anyone wanting to learn to 
dive, anyone just wanting easy 
diving on a holiday as well as 
the underwater photographer 
interested in sub-tropical marine 
life. the possibility of deeper 
or technical diving including 
rebreathers is a possibility. ■

Lanzarotetravel

Bow of one the “new Wrecks” (above); seaside board 
walk in “old town” puerto del carmen (top right)

Biosfera shopping mall at night in “old town” puerto del carmen 
Bleak landscape of parque national de timanfaya (center)

Red comb starfish, 
Astropecten aranciacus
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travel

History  the earliest settlers 
were African about 1000 to 
500Bc probably from central 
Algeria.  some of the place 
names such as Yaiza, teguise, 
tinajo, and timanfaya stem 
from those early settlers. those 
settlers found the island with more 
substantial vegetation, and it 
is thought that the introduction 
of pastoral animals and cereal 
farming by early settlers destroyed 
much of this. these early settlers 
knew nothing of metal, of sea 
navigation, lived in caves or 
semi-buried huts when europeans 
first arrived in 1312.  By the 
latter half of the 14th century, 
marauding pirates had reduced 
the original population down 
to near 300 individuals. norman 
privateers conquered the island 
protecting it from the pirates and 
slavers in 1402. over the next 
70 years, various battles, power 
struggles and issue of sovereignty 
finally ended with the treaty of 
Alcacovas granting the islands to 

spain and governed by nobility 
under a feudal system.  
 to repopulate the island 
under spanish feudalism, slaves 
were brought in from Africa, but 
Moorish and other pirate slavers 
also continued to raid the island. 
it was these slaves brought in who 
dug the hillside terraces with the 
help of camels introduced at the 
same time. this was a dangerous 
and difficult place to live in those 
times, and many fled to other 
islands or to south America. 
Feudalism and numerous conflicts 
continued until 1812 when the 
canaries became a province of 
spain. 
 it is now a spanish autonomous 
community as spain has 
decentralized after franco’s 
dictatorship ended, and it is 
an “outermost region of the 
european union”. in 1852, the law 
of free ports granted the islands 
immunity from customs and excise 
duties—which sort of still applies as 
duty is low so prices are low—but 

limits on what can be brought 
back into eu countries applies, 
as they are outside the european 
union value Added tax Area.  
 principally due to the growth 
in tourism and eu membership, 
but also the high birth rate, the 
islands population has grown 
dramatically in recent times, ten 
times the growth in spain. With 
65,503 in 1988 to 139,506 or more 
in 2008. it’s a young population 
with over half between the ages 
of 25 and 39. over a quarter are 
non-spanish in origin.

Climate  Warm and dry, 
pleasant year round with average 
temperature of 24°c and 
3,000 hours of annual sunshine.  
fuerteventura and lanzarote 
have the sunniest weather of the 
canaries, rainfall 5.9 inches (150 
mm) annually. Moderate north-
easterly trade winds come April 
through to october; at other 
times, winds can come from any 
direction. for diving, by moving 
around the island, a lee side 
can always be found.  Water 
temperatures can go down to 
18°c in winter, up to 23°c late 
summer, cooler at depth. 

Environmental Issues  
A unesco World Biosphere 
Reserve, the island endeavours 
to have environmental friendly 
development such as no tall 
buildings, no billboard advertising, 

and houses 
must be 
painted white 
with woodwork 
either of two shades 
of green. Generally, 
the community is 
environmentally aware (hence 
little litter—it’s clean). there 
is limited rainfall, so water is 
desalinated. it doesn’t taste great, 
and drinking water is bottled. Most 
energy production does come 
from oil, but wind farms have 
been developed.  commercial 
fishing was a major industry, but 
is now much reduced probably 
helping the marine life.  

Economy  up to the 1980’s, 
agriculture and fishing were the 
major economic activities. With 
its good climate, tourism was 
inevitable, and large amounts 
of european investment money 
poured in during the 1970’s and 
1980’s buying up prime coastal 
land to eventually develop into 
the resort centres of puerto del 
carmen, costa teguise and 
playa Blanca. infrastructure 
was greatly improved, various 
natural attractions were opened 
to visitors. The first desalination 
plant was inaugurated, and the 
airport was expanded with the 
first international flights in 1970. In 
1974, the island had 2,000 tourist 
beds on offer. By 2001, it was 
50,000 rooms and 72,000 by 2006. 

the 

island 
has 

become 
very dependent on tourism, 
predominantly from Britain with 
Germany next in numbers. 
scandinavia and the Benelux 
countries and even the usA add 
to this. the current recession saw 
visitor numbers fall in 2008-9 with 
some shifts in demographics but 
greatly recovering by 2011.
 Agriculture seems an 
improbable activity in this dry 
environment, but onions and ,to 
a lesser extent, potatoes and a 
range of green vegetables are 
exported. ploughing used to 
be done with camels. now, it’s 
cheaper to buy a tractor even 
though this degrades the volcanic 
chippings called picon or lapilli, 
which helps to hold moisture in 
the soil. the onions, which have a 
delicious sweet flavour, mainly go 
to spain but also do reach much 
of the rest of europe. Another 
product is the cochineal beetle, 
used to make a dye extracted 
from the crushed beetles raised 
on cactus leaves. the cochineal 
dye gives the red to the drink 
campari and is also used in 
lipstick, sweets and toothpaste.
 it’s interesting to see the 

fact file
souRce: ciA.Gov WoRlD fActBooK

sea salt concentrating pans, salinas de janabio

Canary Islands, Spain

physical remains of former 
economic activities. salt 
production by evaporating sea 
water in large holding ponds used 
to be a major export industry, 
which has since collapsed. the 
salt was particularly used in 
preserving fish on the fishing boats 
around the world just after catch 
before refrigeration/freezing 
became common. All around 
the island are now deserted salt 
pans. these pans once employed 
hundreds of workers. now, the 
salt pan at janubio has become 
a tourist attraction and produces 
more than 15,000 tons per year 
but this is less than half of its 
production 40 years ago.

Currency  euro

Time zone  GMt, the same as 
london

Electrical  220 volt, uses 
standard european round pin 
sockets

Language  spanish (similar to 
south American dialect). Many 
other languages, particularly in 
tourist areas with english common.

Hyperbaric Chambers 
Arrecife Recompression chamber 
with five spaces. Hospital Insular 
Arrecife; tel.: 0034 928 810 000; 928 
810 500

Websites
tourist board 
www.canarias.es
tourist board
www.turismolanzarote.com/en

nAsA
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text and photos by Don silcock 
www.indopacificimages.com

Lying undisturbed in the 
deep water just off the 
fringing reef from the 
remote village of Boga 
Boga on the tip of Cape 
Vogel, is what many 
consider to be the best 
aircraft wreck in Papua 
New Guinea and possibly 
the world.
the wreck is the B-17f “Black 
jack”, serial number 41-24521, 
and one of the first flying fortress 
bombers built at the Boeing 
factory in seattle during WWii.

History
the completed plane was 
delivered to the u.s. Army in july 
1942 at a cost of us$314,109 and 
subsequently flown to Australia, 
from where it joined the war in the 
pacific in early september with 
the 43rd Bombardment Group, 
63rd Bombardment squadron in 
port Moresby. 
 the plane was assigned to 
captain Kenneth Mccullar and 
his crew of nine, and served with 
distinction over the next few 
months. it was Mccullar, an avid 
gambler, who gave Black jack its 
moniker from the last two digits of 
its serial number—a jack and an 
ace is a “blackjack hand” of 21 in 
the card game of pontoon.
 captain Mccullar was quite 
a pilot and one who was highly 
regarded and decorated 
for his bravery, but who was 
unfortunately killed in April 
1943 when another B17 he was 
commanding crashed during 
take-off from port Moresby. in 
his obituary, the commander of 
the 5th u.s. Air force commented 
on Mccullar’s bravery and 

leadership skills and said “he was 
a master at the art of sinking 
japanese ships”.
 it was Mccullar at the controls 
of Black jack that developed 
the potentially dangerous, but 
devastating technique of “skip 

bombing” that is credited in his 
sinking of the japanese Kagero 
class destroyer hayashio on the 
night of the 24th november 1942, 
in the huon Gulf.
 that attack left Black jack so 
badly damaged that it was out 

of action for two months and 
when it returned to service it was 
under the control of Mccullar’s 
co-pilot, lt. harry staley who had 
took over from Mccullar when 
he was promoted to squadron 
commander in january 1943.

 Black jack performed equally 
well under staley until he 
completed his tour of duty and 
handed the plane over to it’s 
next, and final, pilot—lt. Ralph De 
loach.

The Final Flight
Black jack’s final flight was on 
10 july 1943 when it left 7-Mile 
Airdrome in port Moresby just 
before midnight on a mission 
to bomb the heavily fortified 
japanese airfields at Rabaul in 

B17 Black Jack Wreck

Black jack’s tail-plane and Archie 
the divemaster from tufi Dive
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new Britain.
 the plane’s course took it 
southeast down the coast 
before it turned northeast 
over the owen stanley Range 
and Dyke Ackland Bay to the 
solomon sea and on to new 
Britain. on reaching Kimbe 
Bay on the north coast, it 
changed course again and 
headed east to Rabaul.
 the flight was a troubled 
one, with both right wing 
engines developing problems 
during the flight to new 
Britain. however, De loach, 
together with his crew of nine, 
managed to reach Rabaul 
and successfully deliver their 
bombs on target.
 De loach turned the 
plane round to return to port 
Moresby, but on the way 
back ran into a violent storm 
on approach to the coast of 
new Guinea to the northwest 
of cape nelson, a situation 
he later described the 
situation as “the blackest of 

black nights…the worst flying 
weather i’d ever seen in my 
life”.
 With two engines badly 
malfunctioning, it was 
impossible to hold the plane 
on course for port Moresby 
and cross the owen stanley’s, 
and so Black jack was turned 
southeast down the coast 
towards Milne Bay. they 
made it as far as cape vogel 
where, with virtually no fuel 
left, the decision was taken 
to ditch the plane on the 
shallow reef that runs parallel 
to the white sand beach at 
Boga Boga.
 never having ditched a 
bomber before, De loach 
handed the controls over to 
his co-pilot, joseph Moore, 
who managed to put the 
plane down but over-shot 
the reef flat. it ended up over 
the deep water, where the 
plane floated briefly before 
sinking down to the sandy 
sea bed some 50m below.

 there was just enough time 
for the ten man crew, three 
of whom had been injured in 
the landing, to get out before 
Black jack sank, and they 
managed to get to shore 
with the aid of local villagers 
who had seen the plane 
come down.
 An Australian coastwatcher 
named eric foster also 
saw the crash landing and 
informed air-sea rescue to 
dispatch an RAAf seaplane 
to evacuate the wounded. 
the rest of the crew were 
rescued two days later when 
a pt boat arrived to take 
them to Goodenough island, 
where they were flown back 
to port Moresby, and then 
given two weeks leave in 
sydney before returning to full 
combat duty.
 the pilot De loach, 
and co-pilot Moore were 

feature Black Jack

subsequently 
awarded silver star 
medals, with some other 
members of the crew 
receiving the Bronze star or 
oak leaf cluster for their 
parts in the overall mission 
and getting the plane down.
 Black jack on the other 
hand lay largely forgotten on 
the sea floor and remained 
undisturbed there for another 
43 years.

Discovery
the discovery of Black jack 
reads like something out of 
an adventure novel, with 
three Australians—Rod pierce, 
Bruce johnson and David 
pennefather—stumbling on 
the wreck almost by accident 
in late December 1986.
 pennefather, an ex-Kiap 
who spent most of his adult 
life in pnG and developed a 

strong interest in 
WWii wrecks, had visited the 
cape vogel area earlier in 
1986 where he heard from 
the villagers of Bogo Boga 
that a plane had crashed 
near their reef in WWii. he 
subsequently organized a 
christmas dive trip with Rod 
pierce and Bruce johnson 
to try and find what they 

the nose and front of Black 
jack shows the full force of 

the plane’s ditching in the sea

Black jack sits proudly on the 
sandy bottom at 50m

Black jack in flight
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feature Black Jack

believed to be was an 
Australian Beaufort A9. 
 Rod pierce is the owner of 
the Mv Barbarian, a small 
liveaboard dive boat that 
is synonymous with wreck 
diving in papua new Guinea, 
and Bruce johnson was a 
commercial pilot.
 the villagers of Boga Boga 
guided the three divers to the 
general location where the 
plane had gone down, and 
when they entered the water, 
the game plan was to spread 
out and cover as much area 
as possible to try and find it.
 it was Rod pearce who 
found the wreck first, spotting 
the large tail-plane as he 
conducted his search. one 
can only imagine the sheer 
exhilaration he must have 
felt when he first saw the B17 
flying fortress sitting there on the sand in 
almost perfect condition! 
 for someone who has dedicated his 
life to wreck diving, it must have been 

like finding the holy Grail.
 over the next few days, they dived the 
wreck as much as its depth of nearly 50m 
would allow, entering the inside of the 

plane and finding the Radio call plate 
with the 24521 serial number on it, which 
later allowed them to positively identify it 
as the famous Black jack.

 Bruce johnson also managed 
to satisfy his intense desire to 
reach the cockpit, which meant 
finding his way through the dark 
bomb bay and many dangling 
control cables, to become the 
first person in over 40 years to sit 
in the pilot’s chair.

Black Jack documentary
so unique was the discovery 
of Black jack that it led to a 
documentary being made the 
following year by a team of nine 
Australian divers and underwater 
cameramen together with Rod 
pierce, Bruce johnson and David 
pennefather. 
 Making a documentary about 
a plane wreck in a remote 
location in 50m of water is a 

significant undertaking and required 
eight months of detailed planning, major 
logistic support from Rod pearce on Mv 
Barbarian and two teams of divers for 

eight days to get the footage. 
 Australian aviation writer, steve Birdsall, 
provided a very interesting aspect to the 
film, when he managed to locate Ralph 
De loach in Marina del Rey, california, 
usA. De loach had completed his 
service at the end of WWii and returned 
to civilian life where he went on to 
become one of the famous Marlboro 
Men—the advertising icons created by 
the tobacco company phillip Morris to 
sell their Marlboro cigarettes.
 Birdsall arranged for the 69-year-old De 
loach to return to cape vogel where he 
was reunited with some of the villagers 
who had helped get him and his crew 
safely to shore when Black jack was 
ditched in 1943.
 the completed film, Black jack’s last 
Mission, was very successful and was 
shown on television around the world 
and is still available on DvD.

Diving the Black Jack
the really special thing about the Black 

clocKWise fRoM top left: Black jack is remarkably intact sitting in 50m off Boga 
Boga village on cap vogel; view of fuselage and tail plane; cockpit and rear gun
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jack is the fact that the plane is so intact 
and sitting as she is, on a sandy seabed 
in clear blue waters with visibility that can 
easily reach 40+, it’s almost like diving a 
set from a hollywood movie.
 the nose is badly crumpled from 
the impact of the crash landing and 
the propellers on the four engines are 
somewhat twisted, but the rest of the 
plane is basically all there, which is 
quite remarkable after over 66 years 
underwater.
 Apparently the plane sank within 45 
seconds of coming to a halt, and the 
crew only just had time to scramble out 

with the three wounded 
members. this meant 
that, apart from two 
waist guns and the 
radio transmitters which 
were jettisoned prior to 
ditching, Black jack took 
all its contents with it to 
the sea floor.
 pierce, johnson and 
pennefather found 

machine guns still in their turrets with 
hundreds of rounds of ammunition in 
the tracks to the guns and the twin tail 
guns could still be moved freely in their 
mounts. 
 the other very significant thing 
about the Black jack is that at nearly 
50m depth, she is at the very limits of 
recreational diving, and although it’s a 
straightforward dive in as much as the 
water is clear and there are no major 
hazards or obstructions outside of the 
plane, decompression and bottom time 
are critical to a safe overall experience. 
 two divers are reported to have 

lost their lives diving Black jack since 
it was discovered in 1986, so it has to 
be said that this is a dive only for the 
experienced and competent.
 there is a permanent guideline from 
the shallow reef, which leads divers down 
the slope, and at around 15m, divers will 
be able to see the wreck below. there is 
usually a fairly strong current that sweeps 
along the slope, so the line is good for 
guiding divers and providing a reference 
point—particularly so on the way back. 
 the line goes all the way down quite 
close to the huge tail of the wreck, and 
from there, one should head to the 
front of the plane to take in its full size. 
entry into the plane is possible, but given 
the depth of the wreck, the extreme 
likelihood of nitrogen narcosis and all the 
potential hazards inside, only the most 
foolish would even consider doing that—
just don’t go there. 
 A much safer option is to look inside 
the cockpit, as the windows are open.
 the current is usually strongest out in 
front of the plane and swimming against 

it will increase one’s 
air consumption even 
more, so take great 
caution with air supply 
and retain half a tank 
for the ascent and 
inevitable deco stop on 
the rope.

Operators
●  Tufi Dive Resort (www.
tufidive.com): it is a about a two-hour 
trip across collingwood Bay from cape 
nelson to Boga Boga, and one will need 
good weather to do it, but tufi Dive 
does the Black jack regularly on special 
request. i dived Black jack with tufi Dive, 
and both Glenn and Archie, the dive 
leaders at the resort, know the wreck well 
and how to dive it safely.
●  Rod Pearce (www.niuginidiving.com) 
includes Black jack on his wreck diving 
specials on his boat Mv Barbarian, so 
divers can combine diving the wreck 
with meeting one of the men who 
discovered it!

●  Craig de Wit on Golden Dawn (www.
mvgoldendawn.com) includes Black 
jack as part of the Milne Bay itinerary, 
which the boat does at certain times 
of the year. i first dove Black jack from 
Golden Dawn back in about 2001, and 
de Wit also knows the wreck well and 
how to dive it safely. ■

Don silcock is a dive writer and 
underwater photographer from north 
west england now based in sydney, 
Australia. for more information and 
images, visit: indopacificimages.com

clocWise fRoM left: Boga Boga villagers selling wares; fisherman from Boga Boga village; Boga Boga 
village and its fringing reef; tufi Dive’s dive boat on the beach at Boga Boga village




